
Perfect ion.  Competence.  Requirement.

Technology, that counts for itself. 
Profitable conjunction with Hang.

As one of the global leading manufacturer of fastening technique and paper drilling equipment Hang is 
offering proven riveting solutions and paper drilling machines. Hang is a worldwide name for extremely 

powerful and progressive fastening technology - for over 100 years. 
Print Finishing Partners is the exclusive agent for Hang in North America. 

Paper drilling machine

The machine series 207-00/10 comes with new operator-
friendly features to reduce set-up time:

Ÿ All standard hole patterns can be set quickly and precisely due to exchangeable notched bars and 
drilling heads with snap in pins.

Ÿ Increased drilling capacity range from Ø 3mm to Ø 14mm.
Ÿ Center distance 36 - 460mm (36 - 700mm with model 207-10). 
Ÿ with large throat depth: 280mm. 
Ÿ Quick-action chuck for drill bits with standard screw.
Ÿ Variable drill rotation speed.
Ÿ Variable table lift speed.
Ÿ Fast return stroke. 
Ÿ Jogging run to set the machine.
Ÿ Machine on wheels for easy flexibility.
Ÿ Back and side stops with position indicators ( 0.1mm definition ).
Ÿ Back and side stops adjust exactly with “zero gap”. Bottom sheets cannot slip underneath the stops.
Ÿ Drilling heads easily exchangeable by tangential chain drive.
Ÿ Constant drill feed rate by cam drive.

 Description

Model 207-00/10
up to 15 drilling spindles
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 Options

Ÿ Manually stroking indexing drilling matrix ( paper board ), 300m long, protects drill bits and assures a clean 
cut of the bottom sheets.

Ÿ Automatic lubrication and cooling system. The silicone based spray does not show residues on the paper 
and does not drip.

Ÿ Drill capacity range from 3 - 20mm, center distance 50 - 430mm.
Ÿ Adjusting range of the drilling spindles extended to 700mm.
Ÿ Table enlargement.

 Additional Hang items

Ÿ Drill heads
Ÿ Delivery conveyor
Ÿ Drill bit sharpener
Ÿ Cardboard reels 

Model 207-00 207-10

Number of drilling heads
( units )

2 to 10 4 to 15

Drill diameter ( mm ) 3 to 14 3 to 14

Adjustable drill offset ( mm ) 36 - 460 36 - 700

Maximum stack height ( mm ) 65 65

Insert depth ( edge distance mm ) 6 - 280 6 - 280

Table size ( mm ) 630 x 635 710 x 882

Working height ( mm ) 950 950

Net weight ( kg ) 980 980

Sliding table optinal -

Drilling heads 50mm wide for drill 
bit diameters up to 20mm

optional optional

Zero-slot stops

Optional 3-way drilling head with 
cooling and spraying device

Side stop with digital display
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